
Our name,
Quintessenza Ceramiche, 

guards the ancient mystery of 
a pure and subtle essence,
the quintessence, that is, 
a continuous and vibrant 

tension in the quest for the 
highest degree of beauty and 
quality, which we apply to 

the study of ceramic.
According to Aristotle and 

ancient astronomy,
the fifth element after fire, 
water, earth and air was 

ether.
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Quintessenza Ceramiche was founded in 2013 in the 
Sassuolo ceramic district, the cradle of ceramic 
culture.

Mission:”We offer a wide range of small size ceramic 
products. Stoneware and white body surfaces fruit 
of a design that brings together minimalism and 
decoration, tradition and modernity, creative flair 
and geometric rigor. Colour is used as a means of 
communication and acts as a common thread between the 
various collections.”

Vision:”Meeting the design and creative needs of 
architects and interior designers by offering a 
myriad of colour combinations for them to choose 
from, mixing shapes and surfaces that can be paired 
together.”

mission and vision
Company Profile
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We have chosen the small format as our distinctive 
element as it allows us to reference past styles 
in a contemporary mood. 
“We are attracted by their proportions, by the 
balance of their parts, by the harmonious ratio 
of their measurements and the way in which they 
interpret space.” 
Small format products are versatile and easy 
to lay, and their aesthetic value is combined 
with detailed design research to enhance their 
functionality.

Company Profile
focus: small format
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Company Profile

Travelling far and back
Quintessenza’s latest ceramic products are 
inspired by our travels. The ideas we love are 
those that promise to carry us faraway so that we 
can then come home and add to them our ceramic 
know-how and tradition.

constant design 
research

Each project is perfected down to the tiniest 
detail, as it is through details that we express 
our curious and receptive sensitivity. Our 
constant creative research is influenced by formal 
and material alchemies that never tire of exciting 
us. Combining shapes, colours, textures and 
surfaces is what we do every day. We use ceramics 
to stimulate emotions.
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Quintessenza Ceramiche focuses on customer loyalty: we 
offer sales and technical support on the product.
Attention to detail and constant research have led us 
to acquire the know-how that we are happy to share 
with you through our specialized consultancy service. 
To facilitate the work of designers, Quintessenza 
recommends selecting a grout in a complementing 
colour to best enhance the essence of the colour and 
contrasting grouts, used as a decorative element.

Company Profile
close to you

LaticreteKerakoll Mapei

BRIGHT WHITE 44SILVER GREY 111FUGABELLA COLOR 03

FUGABELLA COLOR 28 MIDNIGHT BLACK 22

FUGABELLA COLOR 14 TORNADO 174 SLATE GREY 91

FUGABELLA COLOR 07 SMOKE GREY 89CROCUS BLUE 170 

BLACK 120
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trade shows: Cersaie 
and much more

Quintessenza Ceramiche has always participated in 
the “Cersaie” sector trade show - International 
Exhibition of Ceramic Tile and Bathroom 
Furnishings where it premieres its new products.
This year, for the first time ever, it will take 
part in the side event held at Archiproducts 2022 
space, in a context featuring top-of-the-range 
design.
We are also taking steps to participate in
Architect@work, Coverings 2023... Stay tuned!
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showroom
Company Profile
 

Quintessenza Ceramiche has renovated its showroom:
the exhibition space was enhanced with the new 
ceramic collections by QC.
A place where customers, architects and sales staff 
can see and touch the product and discover all its 
potential.
A constantly evolving showcase available to our 
customers.
Come and be inspired!
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Company ProfileCompany Profile
our markets

Europe

Baltic
Republics

United
Arab Emirates far

East

Russia

Ukraine

Belarus

Iceland

UK

Scandinavia
Canada

Caribbean

New 
Zeland

Australia

Israel

United 
States

South 
America

Italy
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certifications and 
licenses

Company Profile

Environmental Product Declaration - EN ISO 14025:2010

Quintessenza Ceramiche guarantees the environmental 
excellence of the ceramic products which is certified 
through environmental product declarations (EPDs) 
according to the ISO 14025 international standard, 
which defines the requirements that must be met by 
environmental declarations.
Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) provide 
information that ensures a reliable, relevant, 
transparent, comparable and verifiable environmental 
profile. This essential data highlights the fact 
that the product remains ecological throughout its 
life cycle (LCA) in accordance with international 
standards.

Recycled material

Quintessenza Ceramiche tiles are produced in 
factories where water management is optimized in the 
various processes of the production phase. Moreover, 
we are constantly committed to optimizing the 
application of energy efficiency criteria in dedicated 
facilities.

The body used for the production of Quintessenza 
ceramic is made up of at least 40% Recycled content 
for porcelain stoneware and at least 70% for white 
body.

ENVIRONMENTAL CERTIFICATIONS

Quintessenza Ceramiche products are designed to 
help architects obtain certain points or credits 
awarded by green certification systems, thus 
facilitating the material specification process.
In order to obtain these green certification 
systems (LEED, BREEAM), third-party checks are 
carried out and it is certified that the building 
projects have been designed and implemented 
using strategies conceived to improve the key 
environmental aspects of their design. These 
aspects include: energy saving, monitoring water 
consumption, reducing C02 emissions, improving 
the inner environmental quality of the building, 
the use of recycled materials, the use of local 
raw materials near the production plant to reduce 
transport costs, etc.

VOC

Quintessenza Ceramiche certifies that all the 
ceramic products it markets have zero Volatile 
Organic Compounds (VOC) Emission throughout their 
life cycle.
This is due to the high temperature (+1000°C) 
which all our products are subjected to during 
firing.

At high temperatures, every organic compound 
present in the raw materials is completely burned 
during production, so no organic emissions can 
occur throughout its life cycle.

CE MARKING

CE marking is the guarantee that certain safety 
requirements have been met before a product can 
be sold. All ceramic tiles in circulation in 
the European Union must comply with CE marking 
requirements, regardless of tile quality.
Pursuant to the European regulation on products 
for construction, all construction projects must 
be planned and executed in such a way so as not 
to compromise the safety of people, pets or 
goods or cause damage to the environment.

Quintessenza ceramic tiles have a DoP 
declaration of performance (formerly known as 
a certification of conformity) available to all 
customers who wish to see it.
It contains details on product performance in 
terms of key safety criteria (fire, mechanical 
and slip resistance; heavy metal emissions; bond 
strength with different adhesives; durability, 
etc.).
The package contains summary information, in 
conjunction with the CE marking.

UKCA marking (UK Conformity Assessed) 

The UKCA (UK Conformity Assessed) marking is the 
new UK marking that replaces the CE marking and 
is used for goods placed on the market of Great 
Britain (England, Wales and Scotland) after the 
United Kingdom left the European Union (Brexit).
A product bearing the UKCA mark testifies that it 
complies with all UK legislative requirements and 
that the conformity assessment procedures have 
been successfully completed.
All Quintessenza Ceramiche products comply with 
the necessary requirements.
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The same attention and care given to partner loyalty 
is also accorded to creating a close-knit team that 
shares company values and philosophy.

Ramona Macchi

Paolo Malavasi

we are people
Company Profile
 



Thank YOU!!

QUINTESSENZA CERAMICHE S.r.l.
Via Ghiarola Nuova, 140 
41042 Fiorano(MO) Italia

info@quintessenzaceramiche.it
www.quintessenzaceramiche.it

tel.+39 0536 91 01 31

Follow us on our social media 
profiles to stay up-to-date on 
Quintessenza Ceramiche news:

https://www.quintessenzaceramiche.it/en/
https://www.instagram.com/quintessenzaceramiche/
https://www.facebook.com/quintessenzaceramiche
https://www.pinterest.it/QuintessenzaCeramiche/_created/
https://it.linkedin.com/company/qc-quintessenza-ceramiche?trk=public_profile_topcard-current-company
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcUKm-tH_lSpVRRfLMCga0A

